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Hi, I'm Teena Machaiah, and I’m a Product Manager for Equinix Smart Hands, which allows
customers to manage and outsource their business operations. With Smart Hands, customers
can maximize uptime within an Equinix International Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data center
by leveraging expert Equinix technicians. We offer an array of scheduling options to suit
different requests.
Let’s walkthrough the new features & functionality enhancements we’ve just launched within
the Smart Hands portal.
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A new card introduced in the Smart Hands product catalog called “Cable Testing and
Diagnostics” offers a designated category to test and diagnose physical connections to, from
and between your assets.

You can utilize the "Loopback Test" service to verify that a transceiver or a port is functioning
properly. For request greater than 24 cables, please use “Large Order” form under the “More
Services” card.
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Customer feedback is essential in the development of all enhanced features for Smart Hands.
You can provide feedback and rate your overall Smart Hands experience through a short
customer feedback survey.

The “Give Your Feedback” banner in the Smart Hands Catalog will direct you to completed orders on
the Order and Ticket History dashboard where you can provide feedback by clicking on the blue
thumbs up icon. Additionally, you can also access the option through the orders’ activity timeline.
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“Smart Hands Reports” are now orderable from within the Smart Hands product catalog
providing a one click access to the Report Center to request available Smart Hands Reports. As
well as other available reports.

We’ve added the ability to re-open completed Smart Hands activities. Using this feature, you can
re-open a Smart Hands activity post 24 hours of its completion.
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You can access this option from the Order & Ticket History dashboard as well as the orders’
Activity Timeline. Additionally, you can add notes and/ or attachments to the re-opened order
before submission. Afher the request is submitted, a new copy of the original order is created
and the Activity Timeline of the original order and the new copy will contain links to each
other.
Note, this is not available for trouble tickets, recurring Smart Hands, power services--such as
energize or de-energize a circuit, inbound and outbound shipment orders.

We’ve launched several enhancements as part of the Order Entry form. The “Earliest available”
scheduling option is now available in addition to “Scheduled” for IBXs in the red/ restricted
status introducing the flexibility to have your request completed within the earliest available
date instead of a specific date and time.
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Additionally, for Cage/ Roof Access Escort forms, the only available scheduling option is
“Scheduled” and these requests will be routed to the IBX for approval.

Lastly, for all available scheduling options, clicking on the blue globe icon will convert
and display the local IBX timezone in your preferred timezone in order to accommodate
global timezone differences for calculated as well as customer imported time.

For additional information or questions, please find the release notes, technical documentation
and more linked in the description box below. Thank you and have a great day.
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